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Here you can find the menu of Ichi 18 Teriyaki in Vancouver. At the moment, there are 17 menus and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Ichi 18 Teriyaki:

Good teriyaki my husband gets the spare ribs and rice I always get the chicken yokosobi and the pot stickers and
the tempura with that's sauce delicious I can never get enough. Egg flour soup is free I love the egg flour

soup.?? read more. The restaurant offers free WiFi for its customers, And into the accessible rooms also come
guests with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What Andrew Paul doesn't like about Ichi 18 Teriyaki:

Ordered the yakisoba and was very disappointed. Was definitely NOT yakisoba. No panfried flavor. No tonkatsu
sauce. Overly thick noodles. No sprinked seeweed, mayo or pink ginger. Dish felt very… Chinese? If you like

chinese I guess this place is fine but not ichi (number one) or oishii (tasty). Not Japanese. read more. The
customers love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Ichi 18

Teriyaki from Vancouver, with its creative Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of traditional meets the
adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Many visitors are especially looking forward to the versatile, tasty Chinese

cuisine. You have a big birthday party and want to enjoy the food at your place? With the in-house catering
service, that's easily doable, and healthy Japanese menus are being made with lots of fresh vegetables, fish and

meat.
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Past�
YAKISOBA

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Mai� course�
RIBS

SIDE SALAD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SOUP

SALAD

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

EGG

TERIYAKI

MEAT

BEEF

TOFU

BROCCOLI
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